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Abstract
We consider the C∗-algebras HN,M consisting of N -dimensional finite differential operators
with M ×M-matrix-valued periodic coefficients. We show that any HN,M is ∗-isomorphic
to the universal UHF algebra. In particular, for different N,M ∈ N the algebras HN,M are
topologically and algebraically isomorphic to each other. In this sense, there is no difference
between multidimensional matrix valued PDEs HN,M and one-dimensional scalar ODEs
H1,1.
Keywords: representation of finite differential operators
1. Introduction
In general, there is an obvious difference between linear continuous ordinary differen-
tial equations and partial differential systems, both with non-constant periodic coefficients.
While ODEs is a part of PDEs formally, often books are written either about ODEs or
PDEs, see, e.g., [1, 2] (at least, the titles). In the continuous case, there are many reasons
for this separation. For example, there is no full analogue of the Picard-Lindelo¨f theorem
even for linear PDEs. Nevertheless, we show that if we replace continuous derivatives by
their discrete analogues then both generate the same algebra, namely the universal UHF
C∗-algebra. In this sense, topological and algebraic properties of algebras of finite ODEs and
PDEs are identical. Algebras of discrete and continuous PDEs have numerous applications
including a development of symbolic and numerical solvers of various differential equations,
see, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6].
Let N,M ∈ N be positive integers. Let L2N,M = L
2(TN → CM) be the Hilbert
space of periodic vector valued functions defined on the multidimensional torus TN , where
T = R/Z ≃ [0, 1). Everywhere in the article, it is assumed the Lebesgue measure in the def-
inition of Hilbert spaces of square-integrable functions. Let R∞N,M = R
∞(TN → CM×M) be
the C∗-algebra of matrix-valued regulated functions with rational discontinuities. The regu-
lated functions with possible rational discontinuities are the functions that can be uniformly
approximated by the step functions of the form
S(x) =
P∑
n=1
χJn(x)Sn, (1)
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where P ∈ N, Sn ∈ C
M×M , and χJn is the characteristic function of the parallelepiped
Jn =
∏N
i=1[pin, qin) with rational ends pin, qin ∈ Q1 = Q/Z ⊂ T. In particular, continuous
matrix-valued functions belong to R∞N,M .
For S ∈ R∞N,M , the operator of multiplication by the function MS : L
2
N,M → L
2
N,M is
defined by
MSu(x) = S(x)u(x), u(x) ∈ L
2
N,M , x ∈ T
N .
For i ∈ NN = {1, ..., N}, h ∈ Q, the finite derivative Di,h : L
2
N,M → L
2
N,M is defined by
Di,hu(x) =
u(x + hei)− u(x)
h
, u(x) ∈ L2N,M , x ∈ T
N ,
where the standard basis vector ei = (δij)
N
j=1, and δij is the Kronecker delta. The finite
partial differential operators have the form
Au =
P∑
n=1
( Pn∏
j=1
MSnDin,hn
)
u, u ∈ L2N,M , (2)
where P, Pn ∈ N, in ∈ NN , hn ∈ Q, and Sn ∈ R
∞
N,M . The algebra of finite PDEs HN,M is
generated by all the possible operators A (2), i.e.
HN,M = Alg
B
{Di,h, MS : i ∈ NN , h ∈ Q, S ∈ R
∞
N,M}, (3)
where B = BN,M = B(L
2
N,M) is the C
∗-algebra of bounded operators acting on L2N,M . It is
seen that HN,M is the unital C
∗-sub-algebra in B.
Let us introduce the universal UHF C∗-algebra U . One of the definitions is based on
the inductive limit
C1×1
ϕ1
−−→ C2×2
ϕ2
−−→ C6×6...
ϕn−1
−−−−→ Cn!×n!... −→ U ,
where ϕn are the unital ∗-embeddings, or, formally,
U = C1×1 ⊗ C2×2 ⊗ C3×3 ⊗ ...Cn×n ⊗ ....
The corresponding supernatural number NU contains all prime numbers infinitely many
times. Hence, any UHF algebra is a sub-algebra of U , see, e.g., [7, 8]. Let us formulate our
main result.
Theorem 1.1. For any N,M ∈ N, the C∗-algebra HN,M is ∗-isomorphic to U .
This means that there is no difference between HN,M for different N,M . For example,
if A ∈ HN,M then there is B ∈ H1,1 with the same spectrum spBN,M (A) = spB1,1(B), and
the C∞-algebras generated by A and B are ∗-isomorphic
Alg
BN,M
{A,A∗} ≃ Alg
B1,1
{B,B∗}.
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Thus, there are no special difficulties in the studying of finite PDEs in comparison with
finite ODEs. In fact,
HN,M ≃ C
M×M ⊗H ⊗N1,1 ≃ C
M×M ⊗U ⊗N ≃ U ≃ H1,1,
since U ⊗ V ≃ U for any UHF algebra V , see [7].
What about other UHF algebras? Let NV =
∏P
n=1 p
Nn
n be some supernatural number
corresponding to the UHF algebra V . Some of Nn and P can be infinite. We use the
notation N∞ = N. Then
V ≃ Alg
B1,1
{D1,h, MS : h = p
−j
n , j ∈ NNn , n ∈ NP , S ∈ R
∞
1,1(NV )}, (4)
where R∞1,1(NV ) is the C
∗-algebra of scalar (M = 1) one dimensional (N = 1) regulated
functions which can be uniformly approximated by step functions of the form (1) but with
q1n, p1n equal to some p
−s
r for any r ∈ NP , s ∈ NNr . In particular, the CAR-algebra is
generated by the dyadic derivatives Di,2−n , n ∈ N and dyadic regulated functions. The proof
of (4) is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We fix N,M ∈ N and, for convenience, we will omit these indices below. Let h = 1/p
for some p ∈ N. Denote Rh the C∗-sub-algebra of R∞ consisting of step functions constant
on each J =
∏N
i=1[hpi, hpi + h) ⊂ T
N , where pi ∈ Zp = {0, ..., p − 1}. Consider the finite-
dimensional C∗-sub-algebra H h ⊂ H defined by
H
h = Alg{Di,h, MS : i ∈ NN , S ∈ R
h}.
It is seen that any operator A ∈ H h has the form
Au(x) =
∑
j∈ZNp
Aj(x)u(x+ hj), u ∈ L
2
N,M , (5)
with some Aj(x) ∈ R
h. This is because all such A belongs to H h, since Di,h is generated
by shift operators, and all such A form an algebra which contains Di,h andMS for S ∈ R
h.
The next step is to find the convenient representation of H h. Using (5), we have
Au(y + hr) =
∑
j∈ZNn
Aj(y + hr)u(y + hj + hr) =
∑
j∈ZNn
Aj−r(y + hr)u(y + hj),
y ∈ Ih = [0, h)
N , r ∈ ZNp . (6)
The Hilbert space L2 is naturally isomorphic to the direct sum of Hilbert spaces of functions
defined on shifted cubes Ih:
L2 ≃ L2h =
⊕
r∈ZNp
L2(Ih → C
M)
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with the isomorphism Fh : L
2 → L2h defined by
u(x)←→ (u(y + hj))j∈ZNp , u ∈ L
2, x ∈ TN , y ∈ Ih. (7)
Then, by (6) the operator FhAF
−1
h : L
2
h → L
2
h is the operator of multiplication by Mp
N ×
MpN -matrix-valued function BA(y), y ∈ Ih of the form
BA(y) = (Aj−r(y + hr))r,j∈ZNp . (8)
It is easy to see that
BαA+βB = αBA + βBB, BAB = BABB, BA∗ = B
∗
A. (9)
Moreover, BA(y) is constant for y ∈ Ih, since all Aj ∈ R
h. Finally, note that for any
B ∈ CMp
N×MpN there is a unique A ∈ H h, such that B = BA. We can explicitly and
uniquely recover A from BA, using (8) and (6). Thus, A 7→ BA is ∗-isomorphism between
H h and CMp
N×MpN .
Taking hn = 1/n!, n ∈ N, we can write
H
h1 ϕ1−−→ H h2
ϕ3
−−→ H h3
ϕ2
−−→ ... −→ H , (10)
where ϕn is the natural embedding H
hn into H hn+1. Such embedding exists, since the
partition of TN onto ((n + 1)!)N identical cubes for H hn+1 contains the partition of TN
onto (n!)N identical cubes for H hn. The inductive limit in (10) is H , since any Di,h with
h = p/q ∈ Q (q ∈ N) belongs to H hq , and R∞ can be uniformly approximated by Rhn
following the definition of regulated functions. Remembering H hn ≃ CM(n!)
N×M(n!)N , we
can conclude that the supernatural number NH for the UHF algebra H contains all prime
numbers infinitely many times. Hence, H is ∗-isomorphic to the universal UHF algebra U .
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